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SUMMARY

strategies. Literature and cooperative learning fit together welL Literature provides
interest and authentic textfor beginning read^. Cooperative learning provides
opportunitiesfor students to share meaningfulreading,writing,listening,and
speaking. Working together and being allowed to talk and listen in small groups

brings enjoymentto reading.Cooperative learning helps students enjoy their work
and literature helps students enjoy reading. Using meaningful experiences,

studentsleam and practice skills necessary to build schema,becoming a community
oflearners.

Social skills are a valuable human resource which students can begin learning
to use in primary grades. An ideal classroom utilizes all three types oflearning:

individual,competition,and cooperation. Research reveals that only a small
portion ofclassroom time is used for cooperative learning. The positive correlation

evidentin cooperative learning is whatsetsit apartfrom competition and
individualism. Cooperation is not a naturalresponse,butrather an ability which
takes time and practice to refine. This project provides strategies to help teachers
successfully increase this ability. Suggestions are given for using cooperative

learning with three trade books written by Leo Lionni using an Into,Through,and

Beyond format. Both the lite^tule selections and cooperative learning strategies are
directed atenhancing students'prosocial development
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STATEMENT OFTHEPROBLEM

And INTRODUCTION

"Ilike the way you made that."

"Will you show me how you made the window?"
"Let's try it this way."

Theroom is buzzing with voices. Compliments are being given,questions are
being asked,suggestionsfor new ideas are being expressed. Thisis not aroom
fullofadults,as one might guess. Surprisingly,these are first and second graders
at school. As they work,the students are learning necessary social skills to get

along. Some ofthe children are quite similar to themselves while others are very
different.

"Teacher,come see what we made!"

A person entering this classroom will notsee the traditionalclassroom with the
teacher standing in frontofstudents sitting in straight,neatrows with folded hands
and closed mouths. This bustling classroom represents anothw approach to

teaching. It is a class utilizing cooperative learning strategies.
Traditionalclassrooms usually have oneleader,the teacher, members are

grouped homogeneously;each individual isresponsiblefor hisown projectand
accomplishments;and social skills occur naturally,usually with the teacher

intervening to show students how they should act Cooperative classrooms divide
leadership among peers with everyone having an opportunity atsome point;
members are arranged heterogeneously;individuals are responsiblefor contributing

to the group experience;and social skills are an integral and importantpartofthe
instruction(Miller, 1989),

CoopCTative learning clusters students heterogeneously. Theconditionsfor
cooperative learning areface tofaceinteraction,positive intradependence,
individual accountability,group processing,and social skillsdirectly taught and

practiced "Each ofthese elements mediatesthe relationship between cooperation
and its outcomes. And they are all interrelated"(Johnson &Johnson,p.30).

Ifind cooperativelearning to be a viable method because ofthe many positive
resultsit produces. Someofthe outeomesofcooperativelearning are: an increase
in conceptual achievement;more positive attitudes toward school and teachers;
increased selfesteem;acceptance ofpeople ofdifferentcultures,races,abilities,and
needs;increased use ofappropriate social behavior,and higher motivation(Johnson
& Johnson,1989; Vermette,1988).

Theresearch findings thatinfluenced me the mostinvolved social behavior and
achievement First studies revealed that notonly did all students benefit

academicallyfrom workingin cooperative groups,butthelowerthird benefited the
most Thisis the newsI had been waiting for! Thae is a way to reach those

students withoutthe teacher making specific individual plans. Johnson and

Johnson(1985)analyzed 122studies from 1924 to 1981. Theyfound that

cooperativelearning experiencestend to promote morelearning.The gapin
achievementfavoring cooperative learning widens with mrae difficultleanung

tasks.Retention and developmentofspecific strategies are enhancedfor all

students. Reaching students is adefinite goalofall teachers!
Next,1 discovered cooperative learning's emphasis on social skills.

Cooperative learning provides a plan to teach vital skills ofsurviving in aclass with
30others and getting along with them. Allchildren have achance to actively

participate. AsNancy Whislerrelated one child's account,"It wasthefirst timeI
gotto talk withoutgetting my nameon the board"(personalcommunication,
January 24,1991). Actually,because ofthe built-in interdependence,the group
caniK>tfiilly succeed unlesseach member does participate. Appropriate meansof

communicating are taughtand practiced. They are notjustexpected to be known ot
magically appear as acharacter trait

Finally,Ilearned thatliterature and cooperative learning fittogether well.

Philosophies and practical applications began to fittogether. Ifound myselfin
transition toward a wholistic modelofreading. I knew thatliterature was an avenue

I wanted to pursue to help beginning readers. Cooperative learning provides a
means to direct the students toward that goal. Asstudents acquire prosocial

behaviors,they are becoming happy,functioninjg,contributing membersofsociety.

Through practice and handson experience,the novicesleam the necessary skills to
build schema to become acommunityoflearners where they know enough about
the possibilities to makechoices.

Itis startling to realize that mostclassroomsdo not practice cooperative

learning. Johnson and Johnson(1985)reported that only7% to 20% ofclassroom
timftis used for cooperative learning and much ofthat does notactually qualify.

Partofthe problem isthatteachers are not aware ofcooperative learning orthey
have a misconception ofwhatisinvolved. Q)lleges preparing teachers are not

emphasizing the value ofcooperativelearning. Basaltextbooks mention using
cooperative strategies butdo notelucidate. An idealclassroom utilizes all three

types ofteaching:individual,competitive,and cooperative.

Socialdevelopmentis veiyimportantforeach child in the first years of

school. Kagan(1990)reminds us that"at the youngest gradelevels,whether we
like to admitit or not,social skills to a very large extent,are the curriculum"(p.2).

Appropriate social skills are vitalto succeed in the world and tohave afeeling of
self satisfaction. For thisreason I am concentrating on cooperative learning as a

meansto promote social skills for primary students. Success in early grades will be
carried throughoutlife and produce continued success. Developing social skills
helps develop a valuable hum^resource(Sharan, 1980).

Using the positive aspects ofcooperative learning to help studentsleam

appropriate socialskills will enable them to become acommunity oflearners,
thereby being in transition toward the wholelanguageend ofthe continuum. My

projectis to utilizecooperativelearning strategies with threetrade books written by
LeoLionni. Theliterature selections and cooperative learning strategies are both
directed atenhancing the students'prosocial development.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Educators,as well as psychologists,have been trying to ascertain the methods
ofclassroom education which promote a high level ofsuccessforindividualsin
terms ofboth academic achievementand social interaction. Research indicates that

cooperative learning goes along way in meeting both these objectives.

Cooperativelearning is perceived to be arelatively new field. Actually,the
basic ideas were originated long ago. John Dewey's child developmenttheories at
the turn ofthe century encompassed the child,society,and cultural aspects. Dewey
believed thateducation begins as each individual takes partin social consciousness

which begins to develop unconsciously soon after birth. He believed that social
situations stimulated a child's powersleading to true education. Social situations

help thechild moveawayfrom his self-centered world and see himselfas partofa
group which relies upon him(Dewey ascited in Boydston,1972). Theseideas are
compatible with theideasofcooperative learning theorists.
In 1949Deutsch experimented with group effects comparing cooperation and

competition. Hisideas were an extension ofLewin's theory ofmotivation. Lewin
conceptualized competition,cooperation and individualism asthree methodsof
motivaticHi. These motivational methods are the same three basic typesof
interaction found in the classroom. The student's viewpoint could be described as

"me against you"in competition,"me against myselfin individualism,and"you
and me together"in cooperation.

In an article aboutstudentto studentinteraction,the Johnsonsrelate Deutsh's

ideas. "Deutsh defined a cooperative interaction pattern as onein which the goals

ofseparate individuals are linked together sothatthere is a positive correlation

amcmg their goal attainments. An individualcan achieve the mutual goalonly ifthe

other participants achieve their mutual goals"(Johnson &Johnson,1985,p.23).
The positive correlation evidentin cooperativelearning is whatsetsitapartfrom the
others. Competition has a negative correlation,while working as an individual has
no correlation. Ideally,every classroom incorporates all three typesofintCTaction.

Cooperative Learning

Currently,there is an emphasis on teaching methods utilizing cooperative
learning strategies. Numerous workshops and training sessions encourage

cooperative learning groups. Research gives glowing testimoniesofthe academic
and social results. Nevertheless,there is resistance to the technique. Wassermann

expressed many teachere'feelings when she wrote,"Children working in groups?
It doesn't work!"(1989,p.201).The reason for this,she explains,is that students
have to be taught to cooperate. Cooperation is not a naturalresponse,butrather an
ability which takes time and practice to refine. Some teachers view cooporative

learning as organized chaos,a strategy which encourages excessive noise and offtask behavior. This may be true when students are randomly designated to groups,

but merely appointing groupsdoes notestablish a true cooperative learning setting.
The Johnsons noted that often the students who dislike working cooperatively are

the very ones who need the most practice(Johnson &Johnson,1985). To
discover the best waysto make cooperative learning function properly,

psychologists and professors have undertaken numerous research studies.

Contemporary researchers include Robert Slavin frrom John Hopkins
University,Roger and David Johnson from the University ofMinnesota,Spencer

Kagan from California,and Shlomo and Yael Sharan from Israel. These theorists
have doneresearch,developed cooperative learning strategies,and completed
furtherresearch to testthe validity oftheir hypothesis.

In his book.Cooperative Learning.Robert Slavin(1983)talks aboutthe
structures which comprise cooperativelearning. Cooperativelearning includes

cooperative behavior,cooperative incentive structure,cooperative task structure,
and cooperative motives. There are five basic methods. They are Jigsaw,Teams
Games Tournaments(TOT),StudentTeams-AchievementDivisions(STAD),

Learning Together,and Group Investigation. The first three incorporate the use of

peer tutoring while the final two are based on group investigation strategies.
Each particular method focuses on a key concept Scane use individual quizzes

counting toward team scores with bonus pointsforimprovement Team Assisted
Inthvidualization(TAI)was designed for math. CooperativeIntegrated Reading

and Composition(CIRC)was designed forreading and language arts. Other

systemsrequire a heterogeneous group to handin one completed worksheetto
receive group praise.

Small groups are vital to cooperative leanung. Studentscan form theirown

groupsand plan projects. For the younger studentsSharan encourages learning
centers created and planned by the students. "Play isrecognized as an important
and effective medium forlearning. Thefun aspectmakes a vitalcontribution to

intellectual and emotional growth. Mostgamestake placein small groups"
(Sharan, 1974, p.55).
These educators each used the basic cooperative structures to construct a

particular method. Each teacher isfree to adaptor devise herown particular style.

Loma Cunran(1990)is an excellentexample ofalocal teacher whofound
modifications were needed for students in kindergarten through second grade.

After successfully using cooperative strategies with third graders,Curran began

teaching kindergarten. Social skillsreceive a big emphasis. Curran,in consultation
with Kagan,wrote CooperativeT^ming Lessonsffw Little Ones(1990). Curran

illustrates thatcooperativelearning empowersteachers by allowing them totake the
structures and use them to teach literature and thematic units across the curriculum.

Atthe same time the students grow into a practicing community oflearners.

Academic Achievementthrough Cooperative Learning
Some studiesfocuson academic achievementofstudentsengaged in

cooperative learning tasks. Sharan,Ackerman,and Lazarowitz(1979)researched
low and high academic achievementtasks. Theyfound tiiatstudentsinvolved with
asmall cooperative group scored higher on tests measuring higherlevel thinking
skills than studentsin traditional classes. Bloom'staxonomy was used to consider

the slfills as academically high orlow. Investigation and problem solving are high
level skills. Acquiring information and learning math and language art skillsfellin
thelowerlevels academically. There wasno statistical difference between the two

groupsin thelowerlevel. Theresearchersconcluded thatcooperativelearning
remainsa viable alternative to traditional education.

Math Skills

Several studies concentrated on math skills because they are easy to measure.

Slavin began his research in the 1980's. He developed hisown method of
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ccwperatively teaching math called Team Assisted Individualization(TAI). Students
woric in small heterogeneous teamson individual math units. They study in pairs,

help one another with questions,and check each other's quizzes. Teamsreceive
recognition based on their accuracy and the numberofunitsthe team completes.
Slavin stated,"the goal was to combineindividualized instruction and cooperative

learning to maximize the potential strengths ofeach ofthese strategiesfor meeting
the needs ofthe mainstreamed classroom"(1984,p.34). Slavin followed up by

conducting research through John Hopkins University. Field experiments showed

the"effects ofTAI were equally positivefor high,average,and low achievers,and
for academically handicapped as well as nonhandicapped students"(Slavin,
Madden,& Stevens,1989,p. 24).

Rgading

When research proved TATssuccess,Slavin created CooperativeIntegrated

Reading and Composition(CIRC)for reading and writing/language arts. CIRC
featiues basal-related activities,directinstruction in reading comprehension,and

integrated language arts and writing. Studentsread in pairs which are partoflarger
teams. Homework consists ofreading in a trade book every nightfor which

members earn pointsfor the team. A specific curriculum wasdesignedfor the

directinstruction in reading con:q)rehension. The writer's workshop isincluded in

theintegrated language arts and writing curriculum(Slaven et al., 1989). The
studies done to evaluate CIRC found the overall effects on student achievement to

be positive.

Social Effects

Social developmentis recognized by parents,sociologists,and educators as a

necessary function foreach person. How do people develop and which traits are
mostdesirable? Abilities to get along in the world are called prosocial behaviors.

Thae are many waysto classify behaviors and many items thatcould be listed.It
is difficult and complex to measure and report prosocial behaviors. However, it is
quite obvious when someone has a deficiency.
Social effects,as well as academic achievementlevels,are noted by most

researchers. Positive social benefits involved with cooperative learning are usually

mentioned in cooperative learning articles. Researchersreported,'TAX was

developed as a meansofproducing the well-docmnented socialeffects characteristic
ofcooperative learning"(Slavin,et al., 1989,p 23).

Researchers hypothesize about breaking down prosocial behaviorsinto specific
skills. Ifthere are specific skillsinvolved,then they can be studied tosee how they
are learned. Roger and David Johnson(1985)refer to specific prosocial skills as
collaborative skills. CommunicatitMi,leadCTship,trust,and conflictresolution skills
make up the collaborative skills.

Other prosocial skills researchers have attempted to studyinclude altruism,
ability to take the affective perspectiveofothers,which is tiie ability to
communicate effectively,autonomous moraljudgment,cognitive and intellectual

development,ability to predicteffectofone's behavioron others,motives,
attitudes,cogrution,and behavior which reflect understanding ofothers,concern
for the welfare ofothers,and inclination to balance one's own needs with those of
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others,sharing,and donating(Battistich,Solomon,Watson,Solomon,&Schaps,
1989;Johnson & Johnson, 1976).

Curran(1990)labeled the social skills that youngstersIdndergarten through

second grade practice. The three essential social Skills that are so vital they are
considered standards are active listening,happy talk,and everybody participates.

Active listening consists oflooking at the speaker,listening to whatis said,and
having your hands in your lap. Happy talk is the primary version ofgiving

compliments and saying nice words to people. Everyone participates isjust whatit

says,but allows the child the right to"pass" when called upon. There are examples
ofchartsfor these social skillsin the appendix.

A focus on the social developmentis desirable because it leads students toward

developing acommunity oflearners which is a goal ofwholistic learning. Lehr
(1984)noted thatstudents depend less upon the teacher as the cmly resource and
leam to be actively responsible forlearning in an environment which accepts and
encourages cooperation.

Slavin is particularly interested in academically handicapped students. His goal
is to fully mainstream students by meeting their needsin the classroom through

cooperative techniques. Studiesindicate that students are more accepting ofother's
differences and build interracial friendships through cooperative groups(Slavin,
1984;Watson &Rangel,1989).
Another social benefitisthat students have a better attitude toward school and

the teacher. Studies reveal thatin a cooperative learning environment there is"a

higher levelofinvolvementin their work ascompared to the traditionalclass"
(Sharan,Ackerman,&Lazarowitz, 1979,p. 129).
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Johnson and Johnson looked at the interpersonal skillsfound in small groups.

They noticed short-term and long-term outcomes. "Short-term outcomesinclude
greaterlearning,retenti<Mi,and critical thinking. Long-term outcomesinclude

greater employability and career success"(Johnson &Johnson,1989,p.32).
Kagan(1990)pointed outthat more peopleloose theirfirstjobs becauseofan
inability to getalong with othersrather thanforlack oftechnicalorcognitive
abilities. State ofthe arttechnologies are requiring more communication between

people asindividuals become more specialized.The social atmospherein our
classrooms is changing,too. In California,as well as many other places,itis not
unusualto have studentsin the classfrom atleastfive other areas ofthe world who

hear or speak a non-English language outside school. The old

homogeneousclasses with onelanguaggi!|id„a..basic learning stylefor all are gone.

Theold teaching methodsare nolonger appropriate. Being able to getalong witfi
and like others who are differentis becoming a necessity(^gan,1990).

Literature

"Literature teaches us to read and write,first by captivating us. And it must be

good to dothat It mustappealto theemotions and theimagination,giye wordsto
feelings abouthuman experience that we may havefeltbutcouldn'texpress(Sloan,
1987,p 11). Iaminterested in cooperativelessons utilizing literature^ause

literature providesa successful meansofhelping bedimingreaders. "Research on
TAX and CIRC has clearly supported the idea thatcomplex,comprehensive

approaches thatcombinecooperativelearning with otherinstructionalelementscan
be effectivein increasing the achievementofall studentsin heterogeneousclasses"
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(Slavin,et al.,1989,p.27). Woridng together and being allowed to talk and listen
in a small group brings enjoymenttoreading. Aschildren talk they are improving

their oral and story language(Koeller,1988). Just ascooperativelearning results
in students enjoying their work,literature resultsin enjoyable reading.

''Cooperative learningis particularly conducive to activating children's prior
knowledge and encouragesthem to ^tively participate in theirlearning"(Uttero,

1988,p.390). Thisisthe same goalthatliterature instraction has. "Literature is a
natural springboard for cooperative learning"(Kagan,1990,p.3).
Curran(1990)and Whisler and Williams(1990)use cooperative learning

4t
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strategies with literature. In the pastseveral years more and more teachers have
come to see thatliteratureis a great method for teaching reading. The California
State EnghshA^guage ArtsFramework(1987)j^ufea Utera^ based
curriculum.^.Text book manufacturers as well as teacher materialcompanies have

jumped on the band wagon tofurnish ready to use liten^ffe materi^s,guid^
seminars.

The theory behind this approach is that trade booksprovide a more natural
contextfor experiencing stories and words than the traditional basals. Publishers of
basals are attempting to provide an assortimntofliterature including poetry,
wordless stories,and award-winning titles and authorsin acknowledgementof

education's useofliterature-based strateges. Besides actuallyreading,listening to
stories and discussing events are aspectsthat are beneficialtoemerging readers.
Jim Trelease(1985)has written several books giving suggestions ofread-^pud

booksfor parents,librarigis,educators,and inteiesteidnacties. Krogh&Lamme
(1983)did a study ofhow the conceptofsharing could be taught using literature
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books which specifically emphasized sharing. "Literaturecan help children leam
aboutsharing,employing their budding ability in role-taking. Literature takes
sharing,an essentially abstractconcept,and placesitinside a more concrete setting.

Specifically,itofferschildren an opportunity toleam why people share"(Krogh&
Lamme,1989,p. 189).

Asateacherin transition toward
whole language,Iwantto teach early readers
.

using quality literature. Becausereading,writing,listening,and speaking are
essential elements in thisjteaching approach,I wantto maximize opportunities to

utilize them. Cooperativelearning provides these opportunities. Primary students

require timp.totalk. Its been myexperience thatthe traditional classroom only
permits talking atcertain specified times. Using small groups encourages,even

demands,open discussion. The successofthe group depends upon everyone's
participation. Listening to otherscan enrich ourlearning beyond ourown

experiences. Workingin groups also satisfies our basic need to bekng^Uis&
Whalen, 1990).

I wantto use cooperativelearning techniques because research resultsreveal
that all students working cooperativelyleam,especially thelower third ofthe class.
The coinponents Ofcooperativeleammg,heterpienwus^^^^

interdependence,individual accountability,and group processing ofacademic and
social skills. vield activities which promote academic achievement

I wantto teach social skills for severalreasons. First ofall,the classroom

cannotexist unless the students can get along. Even ifthey are persuaded to sit

quietly in their seats all morning,they will argue and fight atrecess. Secondly,
social skills are learned rather than inborn. Therefore,we might as wellleam them
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at school since school is the child's world.Itis where mostofthe waking day is

spent. Now is the time to learn how to get along with others since itis a vital skill
used every single day.

The CaliforniaEnglish-Language Arts Frameworic(1987)underscores the

goals ofthis projectregarding using literature and cooperative learning strategies
while teaching social skills. "Students who have been involved in their own

learning through listening,speaking,reading,and writing willenter a society

preparedfor the kind ofcooperative work needed in the adult world today,a world
where intellectual negotiation is essential to corporate,social,and political problem-

solving. Their experiences in role-playing,leadership,and decision making
provide modelsfor comparable roles in theirlives"(p. 12).
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GOALS AND LIMITATIONS

Cooperativelearning has many positive benefits. Research has proven that

studentsofall ability levels ben^tfrom woitog cooperativelvJn.class(Johnson&
Johnson,1985;Kohn,1986;Sharon,1980;Slavin, 1983). "Cooperative leaming

pronaotes higher achievementthan competitive and individualisticleaming
structures across all age levels,subject areas,and almost all tasks"(Kagami, 1990,

p.31).Research has also pointed outthe benefits of using literature in the classroom
to teach reading(Aiex,1988;Krogh,1983;Sloan, 1987;Tunnell& Jacobs,1989).

Therefore,using cooperative leaming strategies with hterature(selectionsi^ a perfect
blend oftiiese two worthy methods,

The goalofthi^projecti|ito presentseverallessons using literature selections
which are easily accessible and present atheme that primary students willleam
from and be able to use in everyday situations. The lessons are designed to give

primary teachers several strategies or stracturesfrom which to choose in presenting
these literature selections. "Stractures,unlike activities,jion't get used up"(Kagan,

1990,p.2). A person can work on one structure at a time and begin with

structures that build in conceptslike positiveinterde^en^nce and individual
accountability(Kagan,1990). Hopefully,the success experienced willfurther
motivate the teacher to expand tiieideas as well as apply the stractures to other
literature selections,even thosefound in the basal. The literature selections and

leaming strategies will help promote positive social developmentin young students
which,with practice,willcarry overinto othCT activities and genwal prosocial
behavior now as well as in the future.
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Teachers will also find that these lessons help students accept others whoare
rtifFerent froin themselves. This includes mainstreatned students as well as children

froin varying cultures. The universality ofliterature in general and the subjectsof
these lessonsin particular,lendsitselfespecially to multicultural experiences.
Cooperative learning lends itselfto acceptance ofothws and developmentof
friendships.

This projectis notintended to be a manual ofcooperative learning. The basic
principles and benefits have been explained andreferencesfor additional readings

by expertsin the field are provided. Teachers who wish to use the positive aspects
ofcooperative learning to promote prosocial behaviors and teach socially acceptable
tactics will appreciate this project. Teachers who have not yet been convinced of

the advantages ofcooperative learning may notfind this project particularly useful.
The specific lessons have not been designed for upper elementary or older students.
However,each structure could be utilized with age-appropriate literature selections.
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EVALUATION

An exciting featureofcooperative learning is thatevaluation is builtinto the

procedures. Evaluation is a partofthefunction ofthe group processing which is
used as a partofeach cooperative session. This processing is a vitalfunction
which experts advise againstforgetting or dismissing(EUis&Whalen,1990;
Johnson &Johnson, 1989;Kagan,1990;Slavin,1983;and Whistler&Williams,

1990). Asis th^oalofall evaluation,processing helpsthe students,as well as
others,see what has been accomplished and how to procge4,i0i
manner.

Accomplishmentsin academic areas need to be evaluated. Kid watching and

portfolios ofsample woric are greatalternative waystoindicate individual academic
growth. Evaluation ofthe ability to get along with others is also necessary. Kid
watching and studentself-evaluation are also proving to be usefulfor measuring
social development. As social sldUs becomeincreasingly more vital to cope in our

society,cooperative learning will be even more necessary as a means to practice
appropriate social skills.

schildren are different. They havech^g®d wito the"evolution"of
/

■

' ■

■

•

■

■

families,society,and the world. Amid these circumstancesthe school'srole has

alsochanged. The schoolis expected to assume more responsibilities,including

teaching social skillsrather than merely supporting them,with theincrease of

homes with single parentsor both p^ntsworking,and grandparentejmd other
immediate fantily hving toaway. Antisocial behaviore^

intolerance ofothers,are the expectation rather than the exception. Students arrive
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atschool with hours ofTV,video,and Nintendo time behind them in this age of
state-of-the-arttechnology. We need only walk outside our doors to meetsomeone

from a different partofthe world. "Old teaching methods which assumea single
language,and homogeneity ofproficiencies and learning styles within aclassroom

areincreasinglyinadequate andinappropriate. Cooperativelearning methods which ^
assume heterogeneity are better designed to coirejmth the div^e ne^s"(Kagan,
1990, p. 2.2).

In cooperative learning students are evaluated on fourlevels which are not

typically associated with traditional classrooms. These entail groupsevaluating
themselves,teanunates evaluating one another,individuals evaluating themselves,

and group presentations evaluated by the teacher as well as class members(Kagan,
1985). Students are evaluated in two separate areas,cognitive knowledge and

collaborating abilities. "Processing thefunction ofjhe group needs to be taken as

seriously as accomplishing the task. The two are very much related. Teachers
often have students turn in a'processing sheet'along with the paperfrom the task
assignment"(Evenson & Young,1985,p.25).

Processing,or evaluation,may be done in a variety of ways. Often the

quickest way to get a basic ideaofhow things wentin the session isto utilize the
quick check. Forexample,thumbs up ifthe group worked together well,thumbs
down ifitdid not

,and thumbs to the side if undecided ora bitofeach.

Although this method givesthe studentsinputand tiie teachera quick ideia,it won't
gofar in convincing parents and administrators thatlearning is occurring.
Written examples are betterfor parents'and administrators'approval. There
are variousforms that meet this need.(See Appendix F.) Processing fulfills tiiree
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dimensions: analysis(what we did and said),application(when else can we use

this),and goal setting(whatcan we do differently nexttime),(Whistler&
Williams,1990citing Dishtm &O'Leary). While stillin their groupsthe students

can complete,eitherindividually or together,aform that gives whatI/we did best;
what Vwe could do better nexttime; whatI/we need to work on.

"Students at any age can engage in self-monitormg"(Ellis&Whalen,1990,p.
50). Thisreleases the teacherfrom momtonng everyone all the time and helps
studentsleam to take responsibilityfor their own behavior. Students acting in the
role ofobserver can leam much about social skills and ways they can improve

themselves. Smdents have the opportunity to experience first hand how difficultit
is to watch and recall everyone's behaviors. Students can leam to describe the
observed interactions rather than makejudgments.

Otherformsofprocessing related to evaluation include a whole class

processing session,teacher processing small groups,buzz sessions,and small
groups prpcessing independently.
When the whole class processes,the teacher names effective behaviors&

creates aff^uenc^^ch^ The teacher models giving|Ositivefe;^^^
the class determine behaviors whichibey^mldiWPIM^

and helps
Th®

teachercan ask the classfor two pluses and a wish. "Whatare two things you did
well? Whatisone thing you would do differently?"

In a strength bombardmentall membersfocuson one particular person and tell
a positive thing they did or said. Each memberreceives thefocus.A similar

technique is to write down the commentsso the members have written feedback. A
studentchecklistcan used for processing. The students could fill it outfor
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themselves and keep itforfuture reference,or "Everyone talked in our group;I

feltencouraged by other group members..Never..Sometimes.Always"(Evenson,
1985).

Demonstrate to students the importance oftheir social skills by always

processing in some way. There are dozensofideas. Even a question atthe end of
a worksheetasking abouthow a social skill wentcommunicates that this is equally
important knowledge.
y/

■

■

■

.

Students who can work together and analyze,apply,and set their own goals

are moving toward a community oflearners taking responsibility for their learning.

Evaluation is an essentialingredientofcooperativeleaming^#"^
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Appendix A

ProjectIntroduction

This projectisfocusing on cooperative learning strategies which can be used
with three books written by LeoLionni. The format ofINTO,THROUGH,and
BEYOND is used to assist teachers in planning. Several ideas are listed in each

category to allow for personal choice. These are intended merely as choices
availablefrom a myriad ofpossibilitiesfor use with the literature selections. The

majority oftheideas werefound in idea books written by Loma Curran(1990)and
Nancy Whisler and Judy Williams(1990).
Each book title is in a separate appendix. The first page gives a synopsisofthe

story and a list ofthecooperative activities thatfollow. Each strategy beginson a
new page. Itis listed as appropriate for an Into,Through,or Beyond activity. The
title ofthe strategy is given with a reference to theidea source. Cooperative

components are listed in a box tofacilitate teacher'sfocusfor the lesson. The
components consistofthe type oflesson,the grouping used,interdependence

procedure,accountability elements,social skills objective,and cognitive

objectives. A list ofnecessary materialsfor use in the lesson is provided. Then the
proceduresorexplanations for carrying outthe strategy are detailed. Whenevera
satnple ofa group worksheet or material would be helpful,itisincluded
immediately aftCT the lesson. Processing ideas are often included in the procedure
section. Thisis to illustrate how easy itcan be to use the vitalelementof
processing in cooperative learning.

Throughout the project,the grouping ofPARTNERS is frequently used. This
grouping,although small,provides a vitalfunction. It affords the children
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opportunities to talk with another person. Early primary students benefit
enormously from talking. Ellis and Whalen "encourage teachers ofprimary

children to use pairs. Groups offour tend to separate into pairs,or into trios with a
wallflower,so plan for pairs or trios to start with"(1990,p.24).
An essential element ofcooperative learning is processing the lesson.

Processingis discussed in the Evaluation section but bears a reminder because ofits
vital importance. Processing sets cooperative learning apart fix)m other

methodologies,especially general grouping. Processing involves evaluation of

both cognitive skills and social skills. It is imperative that social skills are
processed. Otherwise,students receive the message that social skills are not
valued,and a perfect opportunity is missed to demonstrate to children that social
skills are indeed valuable. The importance ofprocessing cannot be over
emphasized Make the time and take the opportunity to evaluate social skills.
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Appendix B

T

Lionni's Background

LeoLionni has written and illustrated a number ofinteresting storiesfor young

children. Beneath the primary story there is alesson to be learned. The moral

usually revolves around the ideas thateach person is a valuable,uniqueindividual.
There are tin^s when individuals must work together because cooperation leads to a

successfor the larger population(Swimmvl. Even though we need to be partofthe
overall whole,it does not preclude loosing one'sindividuality orfailing to think in

different ways(Tillie and the Wall.Frederick). Thmking ofothers can benefit
ourselves as well(Alexander and the Wind-uo Mouse.Switnmy)

Leo Lionniis afamily man fix)m Holland. He studied in Amsterdam,Belgium,
Switzerland,Italy,and the United States. Mr.Lionniearned hisPHD in
Economics.

While on a train trip with his grandchildren he tore outsome paperfigures

inventing hisfirstcharacters.Little Yellow and LMeBlue. He was ableto have
this published and so evolved a new careerin children's literature and art.
Mr.Lionni has written and illustrated numerous books,several of which

have won awards. Ennr hnnks^ Inch by Inch.Swimmv.Alexander and the Wind

ap Mouse,and Frederick,have won the CaldecottHonor Book award. LeoLionni
usesan unusualtechnique ofcollage with brightpaints to illustrate his books. In
the introduction to Frederick's Fables(1985),Bruno Bettelheim remarks,"Itis Leo

Lionni's wonderful,colorful pictures that stimulate the child'simagination,

charming him while educating his mind in the mostenjoyable manner. It is the

beauty ofthese picturesthat permitsthe adultreading with hischild to participatein
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what spontaneously captivates the imagination ofthe child,enriches it,and with it
satisfies him emotionally"(1985,p. xii).
Ichose to use Leo Lionni's literature because of the themes ofthe stories.

Notonly are they appropriatefor cooperative learning strategies,but the themes
presented believe in cooperative efforts and the characters are very prosodal. In
discussing implementation ofprosocial education,Oliner stated,"the message
which schools need to communicate is that good grades and jobs are important, but

that success is also characterized by a sense ofhaving accomplished something of
worth to others...the real measure of winning in school and society may be the use

ofone's talents to enhance the general quality oflife"(1986,p.404). This theme
is obvious in several Lionni stories including Tillie and the Wall.Swimmy.Tico

and the Golden Wings,and Frederick. Leo Lionni helps his readers realize that

although others may be differentin appearance,abilities,or interests,wecan all live
together.
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APPENDIX C

Q)operative Learning Activities

Lionni,L.(1964). Tico and the golden wings. New York: Pantheon Books.

Tico is a wingless bird wholongsfor wingslike all the other birds have. One
day Ticofinds himself with beautiful golden wings so heflies everywhere
delightedly. Now the other birds assume thatTico thinks himselfbetter than they
are and snub Tico. He sets out alone and meets a stranger in need. Without

hesitation,Tico offers a golden feather as part ofa solution. Tico continues to give
ofhimself,and as he does,his golden feathers are replaced by black feathers.
Finally,Tico's wing feathers are all black and he is accepted back into the bird
society which had shunned him. The birds think everything is back to normal but
Tico lets the readers know that he is still different because he has his memories.

Cooperative Activities
INTO:

1. Pre-reading Question Strips
2. Group Prediction
3. Story Setting
THROUGH:

1. Picture Prediction

2. Opin
3. Written Conversation
BEYOND:

°

»

1. Literature Report Card
2. Word Theatre

3. Tico Flip Book
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TICO ANB THE GOLHIN WINGS
INTO

Pre-reading Question Strips
(Whisler & Wrniams,1990)

FYPE OF LESSON

GROUPING

Helping studentsrelate theirown expe

Partners

riences and feelingsto those ofcharac
ters in the story
ACCOUNTABILITY

INTERDEPENDENCE
Partners share and listen to each other,

Thumb signals for yes and no

partners discuss/identify the question

Each student writes

being answered

Number signal to identify question
being answered

SOCIAL SKILLSOBJECTIVE
Listening

COGNrnVE OBJECTIVE

SharingIdeas

experiences orfeelings. Students write

Students think about and orally share

a shortanswerto one question. Stu
dents listen to class discussion and

identify which questionis being an
swered, Students use their prior

knowledge tofocus on what might
happen in the story.
MATERIALS

Four questions written on paper strips 3" x 8"lined paperfor each student
PROCEDURE

Teacher preparesfour question for whole class response
1. Have you ever wished very hard for something?
2. Have your friends ever left you alone?
3. Have you ever helped anyone?
4. Have you ever been so excited you could not sleep?
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One question at a time is given to the class. Students give thumb signalfor yes/
no,then discuss briefly with partner. Proceed through all four questions. Pass out

paper. Each student writes a short answer to her choice ofquestion. Teacher
assigns a number to each question which has been placed on the chalkboard.
Students share answers with partners. Sharing may proceed to the whole class as

time permits. Other students listen to guess which question is being answered.
The signal is to hold up the number offingers to represent the sentence number.
This activity helps students understand that writing is communicating. They
begin to realize that"Yes,I did"can answer any ofthe questions;therefore,more
detail helps in commuiiication.
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INTO

Group Prediction
(Whisler& Williams. 1990)
TYPE OFLESSON

GROUPING

Developing orallanguage

Groupsoffour

INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

Students share the group pencil and

All students take turns waiting

jrediction sheet

Students work on a single group project

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVE

Faking turns
Sharinginformation

Students brainstorm ideas within their
group.

Students write an answer toaquestion.
Students listen to class discussion.

MATERIALS

1 pencil per group-use a pretty designed one for fun
1 paper per group for prediction sheet
2questions(one for each side ofthe paper)

PROCEDURE

Teacher decides on two questions:
What are things you wish for?
What are ways you have helped people?
What are some of your happy memories?
Whatkind things have others done for you?

Groups brainstorm answers to first question. Pass pencil/prediction sheet around
for all to write down an idea. Time is called. Group speaker shares an idea with
the whole class. All listen because an idea cannot be repeated.
Repeat procedure with second question.
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INTO

Story Setting
TYPE OFLESSON

GROUPING

rhinldng ^lls; Using contextclues to

Groups of3or4

create a story

NTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

One paperofstory ideas per group

Team roles include reporter,recorder,
task master,and praiser

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNITIVE SKILL OBJECTIVE

(Accepting others'ideas

Comprehension through context
Creative writing
Reading a group story

Active listening

MATERIALS

Overhead transparency ofthe introductory paragraph ofTico
Writing paper and pencils

"Many yjears agoIknew a litde bird whose name was
Tico. He would sit on my shoulder and tell me all

about thje flowers,the fems,and the tall trees.
Once Tico told me this story about himself.'
PROCEDURE

Project and read the inox)ductory paragraph. Groups discuss what might happen

in this story[ Hie recorder writes down someoftheideas. Focusquestions
include: Who else might be in the story? Where mightthe story take place?
When time is called,the reporter tells two ideas the team wrote down. When all

groups havei shared,the teacherreads the story.
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THROUGH

Picture Prediction
(Whisler& WiUiams,1990)
TYPE OFLESSON

GROUPING

Aidingcomprehension through use of
listening,imagery,discussion,and

Partners

prediction
INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

Students dei)end on their partnerforthe All students draw a picture
information they need to share.
Each explains their partner's picture.

SOCIAL StaLLS OBJECTIVE
istening,checking for understanding

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVE

Students think about a stoiy. They use

drawing to expressan idea and orally
share with a partner. Students ttiso
practice giving an oral presentation to
the classin which they share their
partn^s'ideas.
Listening and allowing someone else to
share your thoughts
MATERIALS

Drawing paper and crayons

PROCEDURE

Ata turning pointor climax before the ending,ask the students to talk with a
partner about how they think the story will end. Each person then draws their
idea. Students may also complete a sentenceframe or write a sentence or two
about their picture. Partners are given time to show and discuss their pictures
with one another. Atthis time they check to make sure they understand whattheir

partner thinks. Then partners may share with the entire class. Both students stand
together. Fred holds up his picture while Martha shares,"My partner,Fred,
thinks..." and then Martha holds her picture while Fred shares.
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THROUOH

Opin
(Whisler & WilUams,1990)
rYPE OFLESSON

GROUPING

Modified cloze vocabularyTeinforce-

Partners

tnent exercise

ACCOUNTABILITY

INTERDEPENDENCE

Students help each other pick the"best" Students complete theirown Opin
word

sheetfirst

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVE

•Respecting individual differences
Checkingfor understanding

Using vocabulary skills within alitera
ture contextand learning tojustify
choices

I

MATERIALS

Onecopy pjer studentofthe cloze worksheet.
i
are_

aiid

They chirped with

."Now you

'they said.
ButI was so

We all huddled.
, I couldn't.

. Iremembered the basket

maker's son,the old woman,the puppeteer,and all the
others I had helped with my
.

j

"Now my wings are

,"Ithought,and yetIam

notlike
. We are all different Each for his own
memories,and his own invisible golden dreams."

PROCEDURE

Teacher prepares the cloze worksheetofthe text. Students do the exercise indi
vidually and then discussresponses with a partner. Class then compares their
responses with the author's.

Opin is an abbreviation ofopinion. Therefore,differing responses and opinions
are encouraged. When individuals are unable to complete the worksheets alone,
partners work together and then discuss with another setofpartners so allcan
experience success through oral contribution.
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THROUGH

Written Conversation
(Harste &Short,1988)

TYPE OFLESSON

GROUPING

Storycomprehension

Partners

INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

'artners cannotcontinue writing unless Each partner mustask and answer

wtih people areactively participating

questionsto keep die activity going

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNITIVE SKILL OBJECTIVE

Accepting other'sideas
3uick work

Writing answersthat makesenseto
other readers
Reading

MATERIALS

Writing paper and a pencil per dyiad

PROCEDURE

The teacher interrapts the story at an interesting time. The first person writes,
'Whatdo you think will happen?"on the paper and hands it to the partner. Part

nerresponds and returns the paper. This continues with pamers altemating asking
questions and answering until time is called. Ifthe emergentreaders and writers
are having trouble getting the message,have the writter also read die response to
the partner before the nextresponse is initiated.

The teacher then proceeds with the reading and may stop several more times
where the selection warrants.
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BEYOND

Literature Report Card
(Whisler & WUliams,1990)
TYPE OFLESSON

GROUPING

rhmking aboutcharacters and assessing their traits.

Partners

[NTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

Partners share a pencil
One literature reportcard per group

Each studentdoes part ofthe writing

SOCUL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVE

Reaching agreement
Shaiing information

Considering degrees to which characters show certain trait and explaining
reasons,verbally and in writing.
MATERIALS

Literature Report Card form for each team

PROCEDURE

Partners discuss grades for the character. One student writes the grade and the
other writes the comments. Studerits alternate this procedure for each character
trait. In the beginning,the teacher establishes the character traits. With practice,
the students can choose these items.

As an optionalextension,two pairs could team up to compare their two versions
ofgrades and the rationale for giving the grades.

Thisreportcard provides an excellent opportunity for students to give a selfevaluation ofthe social skills they are working on. Include a space on the bottom
ofthe character's reportcard for the team to evaluate their work and require each
participant to sign her name.
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LITERATURE REPORT CARD
In:

For:

■

■

■ ■

COMMENTS

GRADE

SUBJECT

1

■

■

Signed: 1.

2.

3.

4.

(Whisler& Williams,1990)
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BEYOND

Word Theatre
(Whisler& Williams,1990)
lYFE OFLESSON

GROUPING

Demonstrating comprehension through

Partners

irama

[NTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

Roles assigned are actor and guesser

Students rely on each other to
accomplish the goal

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE
Checkingfor understanding

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVE

Using and elaborating on termsfrom
the literature selection.

MATERIALS

Two lists of wordsfound in the story,printed in large letters on a card or pro
jected by the overhead projector.
List 1

List 2

sing

fly

hop
wings

angry

basket

happy

trees

berries

sick

PROCEDURE

Students teaiii up with a partner. One studentis assigned the actor and the

other thb guesser. The partners sit in such a way that all actors are facing their

partners and are the only one whocan see the word list. Students are reminded to
think ofthe story since the words were found there.
Actors simultaneously begin acting out the first word. The activity pro
ceeds without the actor speaking as in charades. When the guesser correctly
identifies the word,the actor proceeds to the following word until the list is

complete. Then both members may stand up and silently watch the other teams
finish.
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BEYOND

Tico Flip Book
FYPE OFLESSON

GROUPING

Stofyconqneheiision

Groupsof4

INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

One groupFlipBook will becompleted Each memberisresponsiblefortwo
sentences

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNITIVE SKILL OBJECTIVE

iveryone participates

Compehending importantstory events

Accepting others* ideas

MATERIALS

Construction paper(16"X 22") and crayons
Lined writing paper,pencils,and gold glitter
PROCEDURE

After the story,the group brainstorms the majorideas. Each person isresponsible
for writing two sentences. Team members may assist with thoughts as well as
spelling. Theconstruction paperisfolded in halfas a book to appoximately 8"X
11". On the inside right halfthe group works together drawing and coloring a
picture representing the story,filling the entire page. Students may wish to use
gold glitteron Tico's wings. On the cover,the sentence strips are glued down in
sequence. The constmction paperis then cut between the sentences to within a
finger's width ofthe fold. This allows the book to be opened strip by strip. The
group practices reading thefinished project. Bach stripflips open to reveal a
portion ofthe picture. When the sentences are complete,the entire picture is
viewed.
Possible sentences:

1. Tico: Idreamed I had wings.

2. The wishing bird gave me my wish.
3. I got golden wings.
4. My friends were mad at me.
5. I gave my golden feathers away.
6. My feathers all turned black.
7. My friends all loved me.
8. I still had my memories.
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APPENDDCD

Cooperative Learning Activities
Lionni.L.(1967L Frederick. New York: Pantheon Books.

As winter approaches,the mousefamily preparestheir provisions. Four gather
food continuously^while Frederick has his tnind elsewhere. Frederick explains that
he is gathering colors and wordsforthe long,lonely winter ahead. When thefood
is exhausted,Frederick brings out his provisions and does indeed provide supplies
necessary for a happy,healthy family. Readers become aware ofindividual
differences as well theimportance ofpoetry to civilization.
Cooperative Activities
INTO:

1. Brainstorming Blue
2. Color Collage
3. Colorful Chants

4. Anticipation/Reaction Guide
5. Rhyming Roundtable
THROUGH:

1. Listening,thinking activity
2. Sketch to Stretch

3. Feelings Freeze
BEYOND:
1. Stretch a sentence

2. Sweet Similes
3. Paint PalletProse
4. Seasonal Circle
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INTO

Brainstorming Blue
(Curran,1990)

TYPE OF LEiSSON
Reading skills: Develop color word

GROUPING
Tean»of4

banks

ACCOUNTABILITY

INTERDEPENDENCE
Team members listen to one another so

Each memberis responsible for con

fliey can read the color lists.

tributing to the brainstorm listforeach
assigned color
Each member must be able to read the
list

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVE

Quiet voices.
Quick work.

Qassifying words and/or pictures by
color

Reachng the color list

MATERIALS

4 different color word sheets for each group
pencils and crayons

PROCEDURE

Each student writes a word(or draws a picture)thatis represented by the color

word at the top ofthe paper. The paper is passed to the person on the right.This
begins the roundtable. Each person then follows the same steps on the succeeding
papers. This simultaneous brainstorming continues untiltime iscalled after
approximately 10 minutes.
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Evaluate social skills:

In the bottoin comer ofeach color sheets there is a symbolfor the social skills.
On the left there is a running boy representing quick work. On the rightis a whis

pering boy for quiet voices. When brainstorming time iscomplete,each team
member circles the symbolifthey feel their team worked successfully at that skill.
Several students may tell the class why they responded as they did. Count the
students who circled picturesfor each response and give praise accordingly. Now
the team works together to insure thateach person can read the words or symbols
on each color sheet. SAVE the color sheets to use in a beyond activity.
Debriefusing roundrobin:

What did your group do that made it easy to:
Add words to the brainstorm sheet?

Pass the paper quickly and quietly?
Leam all the words on the color sheets?
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Color Words

ilBiS

(Curran, 1990)

49

Color Words

RED

(Gurran, 1990)

50

Color Words

(Curran, 1990)
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INTO

Color Collage
TYPE OFLESSON

GROUPING

Classifying colors

Groups of4

INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

Roles assigned arer materialsfacilita
tor,productdesigner,praiser,and

Each student will find and cut out

pictures representing the group color

group presenter

One group collage is constructed.
SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVE

Happy talk
Everyone participates

Classifying objects by color

MATERIALS

Magazines with colorful pictures
Background paperfor the collage.
Scissors and glue.
PROCEDURE

Studentsform teams offour. The praiser randomly selects a colorfrom the
teacherfor the group collage. Materialsfacilitator gets a magazine and scissors
for each individual or partners. Students look through the magazine and cut out

pictures ofitems ofthe assigned color. The productdesigner arranges and glues
the pictures on the collage paper. The praiser has been using Happy Talk and en
couraging the others to use Happy Talk throughoutthe entire process. When the
collage is complete,the group presenter shares the collage with the whole class.
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INTO

Colorful Chants
(Curran,1990)

Writing skills

GROUPING
Teamsof4to6

INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

Each member choosesa color and
writes aboutit

Students share ideasfor chant

Each person's work becomes partof

chant

TYPE OFLESSON

Students ensure tiiateach can read the

the chant

Each member helps the othersread
what he has written

SOCUL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVE

Accepting sug^stions politely
Everyone participates

Students will putcolor tiioughtsinto
writing

Students willread group colorchant

MATERULS

One chant(sentence)strip per person
Writing paper and tape
PROCEDURE

Teacher shows a sample color chant and models widi a group how to produce a
chant. The team decides which colors to use in the chant There will be one color

for each person. Each member agrees to a color to work on. Team members
contributeideas ofobjects for each color. Members practice accepting sugges
tions politely by thanking teammatesforideas. Each person completes the chant
strip by writing the color word three times and drawing a suggested picture under
it or writing the picture name. When all membersfinish,the papers are taped
together to complete the chant Team members practice saying the chant with
everyone participating. As time allows,teams share their chants with the class.
A variation for Frederick is to have groups offour and ask each student tofocus
on a season rather than a color.
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INTO

Anticipation/Reaction Guide
(Whisler&WiUiams,1990)
TYPE OFLESSON

GROUPING

Stimulate thoughts and opinions

Groupsof4

INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

Individual response signal(thumbs up
One guide per groupis completed
Recorder marks the guide after students or down)
reach agreement

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVE

Reaching agreement

Listeningand reading to validate
predictions
MATERIALS

Anticipation/Reaction Gxiide for each team
Frederick AnticipationIReaction Guide
Before

After

1. Winter is always cold.
2.Everyone is good at something.
3.There are 4seasons in a year.
4.It is ok for some people not to help.

^

___

5. Words can be like magic.

6.Writing poemsis an importantjob.
7.Winter can be a lonely time.

■

8.You can paintcolors in your mind.
PROCEDURE

Teacher prepares the guide using short statements which will challenge students'
attitudes and beliefs. Each team receives a guide and listens as the teacher reads
the first statement. The group quickly discusses and decides whether they agree

(marked by +)or disagree(marked by -) with the statement.Each statement is
read and discussed. Iftime permits,the whole class may discuss rationales for
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choices. Next,the story is read. This is followed by the groups going over the
statements on the guide and deciding on an answer for the reaction side. This
gives the students the chance to reassess their beliefs as supported by the story.
Whisler and Williams(1990)suggest using Talking Chips to help ensure that
everyone participates. The idea is thateach person has a chip or marker in the
center ofthe table which is withdrawn when a statement,either for or against the
sentence under discussion,has been made.
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INTO

Rhyming Roundtable
(Quran,1990)
TYPE OFLESSON

GROUPING

ReadingSkills:Rhyming Words

Groupsof3or4

INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

One Rhyming Word Family sheet is
completed for each group

Each person writes a word sothe

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE
(Juiet Voices
Quick Work

roundtable can continue

COGNITIVE SKILL OBJECTIVE

Thinking ofrhyming words
Reading rhyming words

MATERIALS

One Rhyming Word Family sheet per team
One pencil per team
PROCEDURE

Each team gets a Rhyming Word Family sheet and reads the word atthe top.
Members quiedy discuss possible rhyming words. Person #1 starts the roundtable
by writing one ofthe words and quickly passing the paper to#2. Process contin
ues until time is called. The teams practice reading the rhyming words until
everyone can read them. Randomly choose team numbersfrom each group to
read their list to the class. Have all team members sign the sheet and hang it as a
chart in the classroom.
Evaluate social skills:

During the lesson ask the students to stop a momentto think how they are doing
on passing papers quickly and quietly. Have the groups decide whatthey are
doing to help each other work quickly and quietly. Have#rs getready to go to
another group to share the helpful strategies they are using.
Atthe conclusion ofthe lesson,teams count up the number ofrhyming words
they wrote. Teamsdecide ifthey used quiet voices while they worked. Ifthey
have a good reason to support their positive view,person #2draws a smiling face
on the back ofthe sheet Person #3 will be ready to write down or explain the
reason for the smiling face. Ifthe team felt they did not use quiet voices,#2

draws a light bulb and#3 writes down ideas to help the team do better next time.
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(Curran, 1990)
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bcG

bed
(Curran, 1990)
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THROII0H

Listening-Thinking Activity
(Whisler& Williams,1990)
TYPE OFLESSON

GROUPING

Reading and Honing to anticipate
what will happen next

Groups ofthree

INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

Students depend on others in their
groupto perform the tasksin sequence

Assigned roles are materials,group
reader,class reader

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVE

Listening

Listening to predictoutcomes
Reading to validate predictions
MATERIALS

One different sentence from the text for each group

PROCEDURE

Teacher preselects sentencesfrom the text and writes each one on a slip ofpaper.
1.
2.
3.
4.

All - except Frederick.
"I do work,"said Frederick.
"Oh no,I am gathering words."
They were a happy family.

5. "Whatabout your supplies,Frederick?," they asked.
6. "Do you feel how their golden glow..."
7. "Close your eyes again."
8. And Winter is last...with little cold feet.
9. "I know it."

10. Wasit magic? (optional)

Students are assigned roles of materialfacilitator, group reader,or class reader,
The material facilitator gets one ofthe sentence strips. The group reader reads the
sentence to the group. Together they speculate a situation that may callfor their
piece. The teacherreads the book aloud,pausing to allow students to read the
missing parts. When all group members agree that it is time for their piece,the
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class reader reads the sentence. Ifthe students are unsure of whose part is next

and along silence persists,the teacher asks,"Who has the piece that begins..." If
a section is read at an inappropriate time,teacher'sraised hand will usually
indicate the reader should stt^. Teacher may say,"That section comes at a
different time." Itis quite likely that someone in another group willcomment that
this does not make sense in the story now. The students are understanding that
reading is predictable and makes sense.
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THROUOH

Sketch to Stretch
(Harste &Short, 1988)
TYPE OF LESSON

GROUPING

Stoiy comprehension

Groupsof4

INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

Studentslisten so ihey can report on

Each studentdraws a picture

another's sketch

Each student shares another's sketch

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNITIVE SKILL OBJECTIVE

Accepting others'ideas
Active listening

Story comprehension

MATERIALS
Pencils

Paper
Gayons or markers

PROCEDURE

The teacher stops the reading at an interesting pointin the story and asks"What
does the story mean to you so far?" Each person draws their idea. After several
minutes,each person in the group shares the sketch with a partner. Then partner's
report to the team following the pattem,"My partner,Fred,drew ...
Alternatives include having the team brainstorm ways to express whatthey see
happening in the story. They can work together to draw it,or roles can be
assigned.
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THROUOH

Feelings Freeze
TYPEOFUSSON

GROUPING

Expressing meaning fiirough movement

Groupsof4to6

INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

One gioup statue will be created

Thestatueis incomplete unless ev
eryone contributes

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNITIVE SKILL OBJECTIVE

Accepting other'sideas

Demonstrating comprehension

MATERIALS
None

PROCEDURE

Students listen to a segmentofthe story. They break into groups to decide on a

feeling expressed in the story. They work together to see how they could make a
statue to represent the feeling. After several minutes todevelop the statue,each
group may freeze in position so the class can see what ways they used to represent
die feeling. The process may be repeated several times throughout the story.
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BEYOND

Stretch a Sentence
(Curran,1990)
TYPE OFLESSON

GROUPING

Writingskills:Descriptive sentences

Groupsof4to6

INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

Onegroup sentenceis composed
Each person practicesreading the

Each person adds decriptive words

sentence

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVE

Active listening
Quiet voices

Writing descriptive sentences
Reading descriptive sentences
MATERIALS

Build-a-Sentence Sheet

PROCEDURE

Teacher provides several base sentence framesincluding'*We like ice cream. We
like dogs. Welike cookies." Students may contribute ideas as they become
proficient. Teacher models building a sentence with several students. Choosing
students from various teams will give added support when te^s begin thenwork. The teams are given time to choose a base sentence. Person#1 writes the
base sentence and then adds a word in box 1. The paper is passed to
each team liiember in order. Team members may quietly suggest descriptive
words. The paper continues to rotate until time to stop is called.

After only afew minutescheck on quiet voices. Request Active Listening and
askforeach person to indicate by ashow offingers how their team is doing in
using quiet voices. Fivefingers indicates a greatjob by everyone,three indicates
most ofthe team is quiet,and one indicates that work was being done but not with
quiet voices. The person who has the sentence sheetcounts the total number of
fingers showing and writes that numberin the top leftcomer ofthe paper.
Continue the sentence building until everyone has written atleast one,perhaps

two,descriptive words. The last person on the team is instmcted to write the
sentence atthe bottom ofthe paper using all the descriptive words.
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Evaluate inside voices again in the same manner. This time Person #3records the
number offingers shown in the top rightcomer ofthe paper.

Time is given for each team member to practice reading the sentence. Person #2
may read the group sentence to the class.
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Build A Sentence
Base Sentence.
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(Curran, 1990)
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BEYOND

Sweet Similes
(Curran,1990)
TYPE OF LESSON

GROUPING

Writingskills: similes

Partneis

INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

One simile sheetiscompleted by

Each person is responsible for one

partners,one contributesideasforred.

color

one contributes for white

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE
Quiet voices

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVES

Using higherlevel thinking to compare
objects to a color
Using writing skills

V

,

M

MATERIALS

Sweet Simile worksheet

Super silent sixesreward sheet
Pencils,crayons,glue
Halfclass setofred papers,2" x 3"
Halfclass set of white papers,2" x 3"

PROCEDURE

Teacher reviews similes and six-inch or quiet voices. Partners form and the

person with the longest hair gets the materials. One person signs the white paper,
one signs the red paper. Partners talk quietly togetherto share ideas and spell the
words. The person who signed the white paper will write down the whiteideas
and the other person will write down the red ideas.

Afterfive minutes,check for quiet voices. Askfor the thumbs up signal ifpart
ners around workers were quiet. Compliment and encourage quiet voices.
Allow time for completing the similes,practice reading each simile together,and
lightly coloring the Sweet Simile sheet.
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Evaluate six inch voices with reward ofa Super Silent Six. Reassign partners to
discuss how effective teams were in working quietly. If both partners agree that
the team was quiet,the red person gets a Super Silent Six from the materials
center. The red person retums to his partner and glues the Six onto their Sweet
Simile worksheet

Partners return to the teams they evaluated with to read and hear one anothers
similes. Groups may change several times to allow for plenty ofreading.
Extensions include allowing partners to write sentences using the similes; partners

mightexchange similes with another team to write sentences with new similes;
partners or individuals could write a story using two or more similes.
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BEYOND

Paint Pallet Prose
(Curran, 1990)
TYPE OFLESSON

GROUPING

Writingskills: color poetry

Groupsof4

INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

Students depend on odiers in thengroupto perform the tasks in sequence

Each person has a particular section of
the poem to write

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVE

Happy talk

Students work togetherto create a coloi
poem

Woridng with singular and plural nouns
MATERIALS

Sentence strips
Construction paper
Colored pencils and glue

PROCEDURE

Students can use the lists made in Brainstorming Blue to aid in the poetry. Each
team will follow the poem sample as illustrated.
White

White is a daisy.
White is a lamb.
White are the snowflakes.
White are the clouds up in the sky.

(person 1)
(person 2)
(pereonS)
(person 4)

I like white.

Teams are assigned a color or may randomly choose one from a basket. Members
1 &2decide on singular objects while 3&4 use plurals. Team decides who
writes the title and ending. Team members write their section ofthe poem using a
pencil in the team color on the sentence strip. When all pieces are complete,the
strips are arranged in the proper order and glued onto the construction paper.
Members practice reading the poem. A group presentation is made to the class.
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Evaluate and compliment Happy Talk by referring to the chart with Happy Talk
suggestions and by spotlighting groups that are consistently utilizing Happy Talk.
Extensions include having teams teach another team to read their poem;making a
neatcopy ofthe poem to display on the board or make into a class book;discuss

ing more unusal colors such as brngundy and aqua and try making poems with
them;using several colors in the poem by having each student write about one
color.
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BEYOND

Seasonal Circle

TYPE OFLESSON

GROUPING

Categoiizing activities by Seasons

Groupsof4

INTERDEPENDENCY

ACCOUNTABILITY

One group projectinvolving seasonsis Each personisresponsiblefordrawing
completed
writing ideasfor aspecific season
SOCIALSKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVE

Everyone participates
Everyone isimportant

Students verbalize abilities they have
Students demonstrateknowledgeof
Seasons

MATERIALS

One sheetof paper per student
Crayons or markers and tape
Talking chips
PROCEDURE

Students use roundrobin to discuss acitivities that remind them ofeach ofthe four

seasons. Talking chips are used to ensure that each person responds to the ques
tion,"Whatis something you are good at doing in the Fall?" Once all members
have thoughtofan idea or accepted a suggestion from team members,each ofthe
seasons are asked. Members decide on one season to illustrate on their paper.
They may include themselves and other group membersdoing the things they said

they are good atin that season. Words and sentences are encouraged. The
finished projectis taped together to show how the seasons continually revolve.
The circle may be hung above or placed on the teams work area.
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APPENDDCE

Co6perative Learning Activities
Lionni,L.(1969). Alexander and the wind-up mouse. New York: Patheon
Books.

Alexander,an ordinary mouse,leaves his mouse hole seeking crumbs. He
finds Willie,the wind-up mouse. Even though the two mice comefrom completely
different worlds they find much in common and become good friends. Alexander,

in quiet and lonely moments,finds himselfenvying Willie. When Willie tells
Alexander about a magic lizard who can change one animal to another,Alexander
sets out to find him. Alexander is anxious to be a wind-up mousejustlike Willie.

The magic lizard requires a purple pebble and afull moon to work his magic. After
diligent searching, Alexander finds the purple pebble,just as he discovers that
Willieis being discarded along with the other unwanted toys. Under the full moon,
Alexander makes his request- for Willie to become like him. Alexander returns to

the toy box,only to discover that Willie is gone! Alexander meets a strange new
mouse in the mouse hole. His name is Willie and a celebration ensues.

Cooperative Activities
INTO:

1. Pre-reading Question Strips
2. Card Sort
THROUGH:
1. Paitner Prediction
2. Picture Prediction

3. Picture Dialogue
BEYOND:

1. Jigsaw Story Map
2. Card Sort
3. A Good Friend for Me

4. Venn Diagrams
5. IntCTviewing the Man on the Street
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4L1XANBER AND THE WIND
MOUSE
INTO

Pre-reading Question Strips
(Whisler&WilUams,1990)

TYPE OFLESSON

GROUPING

[lelping students relate their own
experiencesand feelings to thoseof

Partners

characters in the story
INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

Partners share and listen to each other.

Thumb signals for yes and no

Partners discuss/identify thequestion
being answered

Each student writes

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVE

Listening
SharingIdeas

Students think about and orally share

Number signal to identify question
being answered

experiencesorfeelings. Students write
a shortanswer to one question. Stu
dentslisten to class discussion and

identify which question is being an
swered.

Students use their prior knowledge to
focuson what might happen in the
story.

MATERIALS

Four questions written on paper strips
3" X 8"lined paperfor each student
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PROCEDURE

Teacher preparesfour questions for whole class response
1. Have you ever wished to be someone else?
2. Do you have a very bestfnend?
3. Have you ever been happy with a friend?
4. Have you ever looked for something that
was very hard to find?

One question at a time is given to the class. Students give thumb signal

for yes/no,then discuss briefly with partner. Proceed through allfour questions.
Pass out paper. Each student writes a short answer to her choice ofquestion.
Teacher assigns a number to each question which has been placed on the chalk
board. Students share answers with partners. Sharing proceeds to the whole class
as time permits. Other students listen to guess which question is being answered.
The signal is to hold up the number offingers to represent the sentence number.
This activity helps students understand that writing is communicating.
They begin to realize that"Yes,I did"can answer any ofthe questions; therefore,
more detail helps in communication.
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INTO

Card sort
(Whistler& Williams,1990)

TYPE OFLESSON
Oassificatiott

GROUPING
Groupsof4

INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

One Card Sortper group is completed

Assigned roles are cutter,praiser,
recorder,and reporter

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVE

Reaching agreement
Sharinginformation

Reading words and putting two or three
together in categories by free associa
tion

MATERIALS

One Card Sort sheet per team
Scissors

One blank paper per team for recording information

PROCEDURE

Teacher selects wordsfrom the text and prepares the Card Sort sheet.

(Sample included.) Each team receives a sheet and their assigned roles. The
cutter separates the cards so the team can read the words together. Team mem
bers discuss the words. Together they brainstorm categories which could use two
or three ofthe words. Therecorder writes down the wordsin their categories

when the team reaches agreement. The praiser continually encourages all mem
bers throughoutthe activity. Time is given for each team reporter to share the
team's ideas with the entire class.

SAVE the sorted cards and team classification for use in a beyond Card
Sort activity.
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COOPERATIVE CLASSIFICATION CARD SORT

Willie

birthday

moon

blocks

kitchen

alone

favorite

broom

toy

purple
pebble

Annie

everyone

flowers

crumbs

loves me

wind-up

run around

garden

in circles

dolls

)

mousetraps

Whisler& Williams(1990)

Alexander
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butterflies

THROUGH

Partner Prediction
(Whisler& Williams,1990)
TYPE OFLESSON

GROUPING

Predicting story outcomes

Partners

INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

Studentsdepend on their partnerfor the
information they need to share

Students are accountable for listening
because they share their partner's idea.

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNTrrVE OBJECTIVE

Listening
Sharing ideas with a partner

Using contextclues to predict story
outcomes

MATERIALS
None

PROCEDURE

Teacher selects two or three placesin the story where the reading can be

interrupted to allow students to predict what happens next. The teacher reads to
students who are sitting with their partner. Each interruption allows students time
to think about whatcould happen and share ideas with partners. During the
discussion the teacher looksfor students using the designated social skills. After
several minutes the whole class returns to Active Listening and students are

chosen to share. The key is to share the partner'sidea. A suggested pattern is,
"My partner,Fred,thinks that..."

This procedure may be repeated several times throughout the story.
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THROUGH

Picture Prediction
(Whisler& Williams,1990)
TYPE OFLESSON

GROUPING

Predicting story outeomes

Partners

INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

Students depend on their partner for the Students explain thir partner's picture
information they n^to draw and
share

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE
Listening

Checkingfor understanding

COGNiriVE OBJECTIVE

Using context clues to predict a story
ending

MATERIALS

Paper,crayons,pencils

PROCEDURE

Atthe turning pointorjust before the ending,the story is stopped while

partners discuss predictionsfor the ending. Each person draws a picture illustrat
ing the conclusion. Partners share with one another. Later,groups offour gather
and each person shares her partner's drawing.

This strategy may be used along with Partner Prediction atthe conclusion
ofa story.
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THROUGH

Picture Dialogue
(Whisler & Williams,1990)
TYPE OFLESSON

GROUPING

Predicting a stoiyending

Partners

INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

iStudents share the paper

Story characters assigned as roles
Each person writes in their own color
of pencil

One dialogue is developed

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

Sharinginformation
Taking turns
Mutual support

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVE

Using contextclues to predictout
comes

MATERIALS

Paper and colored pencils

PROCEDURE

Teacher models several dialogues with students,each assuming a different
character.

Teacher shows a picture from the story. Students,working in partners,are
assigned a character role,either Alexander or Willie. Each pair makes up a plau
sible dialogue. Then the partners write down the dialogue using the different
colored pencils. Partner A begins by writing,and passing the paper to Parmer B.
Partner B reads the dialogue outloud(receiving assistance if necessary),writes a

response,and passes the paper back. This continues until time is called.
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BEYOND

Jigsaw Story Mapping
(Whisler& Williams,1990)
TYPE OFLESSON

GROUPING

Stcnycomprehension
Applying experiencesto new material

Groups of4

INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

One group map is developed

Each studenthas a part to write

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVE

Reaching agreement
Sharing information

Discuss setting,problem,action,and
resolution ofa story

MATERIALS

One6" X 9"construction paperfor each team

Paper strips 2"X 6"for each student
Pencils and glue

PROCEDURE

Students discuss in whole class or groups,depending on their experience,the
setting, problem,action,and resolution ofthe story theyjust heard. Each team
memberis assigned one ofthe elements and is given a paper strip to write down

or draw their thoughts. Team members discuss the completed ideas and,if all are
in agreement,the strips are glued to the construction paper.
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JIGSAW STORY MAP

TEAM NAME:

SETTING:
Characters:

Place:

PROBLEM:

ACTION:

RESOLUTION/OUTCOME:

(Whisler&WiUiams,1990)
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BEYOND

Card Sort
(Whisler& Williams,1990)
GROUPING

TYPE OFLESSON
Classification

Groupsof4

INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

One Card Sort per group iscompleted

Assigned roles are cutter,praiser,
recorder,and reporter

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVE

Reaching agreement

Reading words and putting two or three
togetherin categories by free associa

Sharinginformation

tion

MATERIALS

Envelope with pie-cut Card Sort cards
Previously con^leted list ofteam's categories
One piece ofconstruction paper per team
Glue

PROCEDURE

The team reviews the words on the cards. This time the students will recall

hearing these words in the story. Now the teacher assigns the categories for
sorting. Words go with either Frederick or Willie. Teams discuss the word cards
and decide on the proper categoiy. When agreementis reached,the cards are
glued onto the construction paper.
Team members have a different role this time than for the first Card Sort. The

praiser has been using Happy Talk,the recorder does the gluing,the reporter
reports to the whole class,and the historian reads the original list ofcategories.
This review helps students see the many different ways ofthinking and how
meaning is related to context.
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BEYOND

A Good Friend For Me
(Curran,1990)
TYPE OFLESSON

GROUPING

Establishing values:What makes a
good Mend

Whole class

INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

Partners share and listen to one another

Each person shares their ideas

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE
Activelistening

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVE

Partners

Students think ofreasons whyor why
not a characterfrom a story would have
the right characteristics to be a good
Mend

MATERIALS

Yam or tape for the values line up
Pencils and Post-its or small papersfor marking answers
PROCEDURE

A values line up is used. This is a line,marked with tape or yam,where
students can stand to indicate their choice.The question is stated in the positive.
Would he be a good friend? One end represents yes,the opposite end is no,and
maybe is in-between.
Each student decides ifthe character would be a good friend and why.
Students write their choice on the post-it(or paper)and stick it on their shirt so
others know their viewpoint They stand on the line in the appropriate place.
The class observes what the inajority ofthe students think about the
character. Now students discuss their reasonsfor their choice. To do this orderly
the students number themselves one,two,one,two down the line. Ones stand on

one side ofthe line and twos stand on the other side facing each other. Thisforms
partners who take tums giving their ideas about the character. After sesveral
momentof discussion individuals may share a reason they or their partner thought
about. If moststudents had the same opinion,ask for ideas ofcharacters from
other stories. Consider Lionni's other books. Books with negative characters will
stimulate conversation about ways the characters could be better friends.
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BEYOND

Venn Diagrams
TYPE OFLESSON

GROUPING

Cbmparingand contrasting stcuy

Partners

characters

INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY
Both students write with a different

One Venn Diagram per team

colored pen
SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVE

Taking turns
Listening to other's ideas

Recalling factsfrom the text
Story comprehension

MATERIALS

Colored pens
Papers for Venn Diagram

PROCEDURE

Review Venn Diagrams. A sample is included. Choose two students to
use in modeling a class Venn Diagram. Demonstrate with the diagram on the
board or the overhead projector. Ask students to list characteristics ofstudent
one,then student two,then characteristics they have in common. After the dem
onstration,the class works in pairs do make a Venn Diagram using Alexander and
Willie. Each student uses a different colored pen to indicate her thoughts
(Whistler &Wimams,1990).

The Venn Diagram is a useful structure. Another good exercise is to
compare this story with Tico and the Golden Wings or Frederick.
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Venn Diagram Samples

Christopher

Ethan

Brown hair

Blond hair

Boys

First grade

Loves to read

Like soccer

Tolerates school

Enjoys school

Lost teeth

Likes to play alone

Third grade

Alexander andthe Wind-up Mouse
Alexander

Alive
Kind

Looksfor purple
pebble

Willie

ce

Happy at
end

Played
together
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A toy mouse
Lives indoors

Gotthrown away

BEYOND

Interviewing the Man on the Street
TYPE OF LESSON

GROUPING

Demonstrating comprehension through

Partners

drama

INTERDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

Assign dramatic role ofnewsreporter

Each person contributes allowing die

and characterfrom the story.

interview to continue.

SOCIAL SKILLS OBJECTIVE

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVE

Active listening

Thinking about things from a different

Accepting others* ideas

pointofview

MATERIALS
None

PROCEDURES

After students have heard the story,pairs get together. They will take the

viewpoint ofa character other than Alexander. They think about how Willie,or
the magic lizard,or Annie might view the incidents. One partner plays the news
reporter full ofquestions. The other person plays one ofthe characters as he
might answer the questions. Once the students understand the role playing,
teams offour can be puttogether with several characters at once so the students
can begin putting their stories together.
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APPENDDCF

Social SkiUs Charts and Processing Forms
Social Skills Charts:

ActiveListening
Happy Talk Poster
Processing Forms:
Debriefing the Lesson Questions
Primaryftocessing Cards
Primary Self-Observation
Primary Self-Evaluation
Wrap-Up Sheets
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t

Look!
Look at the speaker.

Listen!
Listen to what is said.

Quiet Hands!

Have your hands in your iap.

(Curran, 1990)
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Ii^MmBW
I like your coloring!

Nicejob!
Pretty coloring!

Super duper job!
Ilike the way you...
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Debriefing the Lesson
Atthe end ofthe lesson,time should be provided for the students to analyze

how they felt aboutthe lesson. Usually the teacher seeksindividual answers rather
than group answers because the objectofthe debriefing is to find out how each
studentfelt aboutthe lesson and procedures used to complete the lesson.On the rest
ofthe page are listed some sample debriefing questions.
How did you feel when it was your turn to share?
What were you thinking about?

Did the group listen as you shared? How did you know?
What made this fun for you?
What made this easy or difficult to do?

Whatdid your group do that helped you?

Whatcould your group do to make it easier nexttime?
Wasit hard or easy m think ofsomething to share? Why?
Wasit hard or easy to listen to other people's ideas? Why?

How did you feel while you waited for your turn?
How did you feel when your turn was over?

How did you feel about giving your group suggestions?
Wasiteasy to accept their suggestions?
How did you feel when the group used Happy Talk?
How did you feel when you used Happy Talk?

L.Curran(personal communication,January 24,1991).
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Primary Processing Cards

Did We Take Turns?

(S)
No

Ves

Did We Praise?

(2)
No

Ves

0

Did We

C2)
No

Ves

(Kagan, 1990)
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COLOR IN A FACE TO ANSWER
1 . When I knew an answer

Vw V^J

had an idea, I shared U.
2. I encouraged

Ma

others In my group.

3. I used names.

4. 1 felt encouraged by

Mj

people in my group.

5. When my answer was not
the same as my partner's, I

tried to find out why.
'H

,

VV^l

6. When I did not understand

something, I asked my partner.

Q

7. When my partner did not

Mj

understand, 1 helped him/her.

Goal Setting

What can you do to make your group better?

(Kagan,1990)
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Primary Self-Evaluation

ac.2)sninF.NT8;
DID WE;
1.

TAKE TURNS
2.

ENCOURAGE

3.

PRAISE

(Evenson & Young,1985)
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Wrap-up Sheets
To me,the most Importont ports of this lesson were

RRTE YOURSELF — Circle the number thot best describes hou

much VOU contributed to your group's osslgnment today.
LOUl
1

HIGH
2

3

4

S

6

7

8

9

10

Complete the drawing thot shows how you feel obout
today's group lesson.

00
V/

A

^

(McCabe and Rhoades,1988)
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